Is it me or is it hot in here?
Kingfisher
YEAR B, TERM 3

Introduction to our topic
Is it me or is it hot in here?
This term we are looking at climate change and its global impact. The children will explore the
effects of increased greenhouse gases over time since the Ice Age, impacts and solutions linking to
the effect on future generations. In addition, they will carry out a variety of different experiments
linking to the weather; learn about protests and whether these have a major impact. We will also
have an opportunity to think about reducing our own carbon footprint.

Our key learning this term
Personal and
social
development
Oracy and
Literacy

Problem solving
maths
Technology

Science

The Arts (Art &
Design, Music,
Drama)
Humanities (RE,
History,
Geography)

That most friendships have ups and downs and that these can often be worked
through so that the friendship is repaired or even strengthened and that
resorting to violence is never right.
To know the features of fairy tales. To be able to use these features when
rewriting our own version of Snow White, this will be based on the performance
at the Tobacco Factory. To create interest for the reader and to consider the
audience when writing. Use a range of vocabulary and sentence types.
Accurately use speech punctuation in writing.
To be able to compare and order fractions decimals and percentages. To
answer word problems relating to all 3.
To understand capacity.
Know the pros and cons of social media and put knowledge into practice by
using social media safely
Efficient, independent internet searches to support topic work
Understand how you could check if a website is genuine.
Understand how you could check if information on a website is accurate.
Create an online blog
Create, edit and publish video
Understand what climate change is and how it works.
Understand how greenhouse gases and fossil fuels affect the environment and
cause climate change.
Carry out a variety of experiments including: climate change in a jar.
Understand how humans develop to old age.
Create a screen print based on work from artists including Dan Mather and
Andy Warhol.
Create a climate change print
RE – explore why some journeys and places are special.
History - understanding that climate has changed dramatically overtime since
the Ice Age.
Understanding how mankind has impacted climate change.

P.E.

Geography – explore how climate impacts different countries.
Understand about different climate zones.
This term Kingfisher class will have the opportunity to develop their swimming
techniques once a week on a Monday starting from week 2 for 4 weeks.
Basketball and netball focusing on:
Controlling the ball and travelling (pivoting for netball)
Learning a variety of throwing and catching techniques (chest pass, bounce
pass and shoulder pass. Learning to catch using the ‘W’ technique)
Using alternative hands to dribble the ball (basketball only)
Learning the shooting/scoring technique.

Modern Foreign
Language this
term

To combine these techniques to play a game of basketball/netball.
Spanish – focusing on understanding longer and more complex sentences and
answering simple questions with a focus on food and everyday life.

Activity Passport Experiences
This term we will have an opportunity to…
✓ Visit to the Tobacco Factory to see the Pantomime
✓ Pick litter in your local area
✓ Learn how to access the news

